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We present Conrad, the first comparative gene predictor based on semi-Markov conditional random fields (SMCRFs). Unlike the best standalone gene predictors, which are based on generalized hidden Markov models (GHMMs) and trained by maximum likelihood, Conrad is discriminatively trained to maximize annotation accuracy. In addition, unlike the best annotation pipelines, which rely on heuristic and ad hoc decision rules to combine standalone gene predictors with additional information such as ESTs and protein homology, Conrad encodes all sources of information as features and treats all features equally in the training and inference algorithms. Conrad outperforms the best standalone gene predictors in cross-validation and whole chromosome testing on two fungi with vastly different gene structures. The performance improvement arises from the SMCRF’s discriminative training methods and their ability to easily incorporate diverse types of information by encoding them as feature functions. On Cryptococcus neoformans, configuring Conrad to reproduce the predictions of a two-species phylo-GHMM closely matches the performance of Twinscan. Enabling discriminative training increases performance, and adding new feature functions further increases performance, achieving a level of accuracy that is unprecedented for this organism. Similar results are obtained on Aspergillus nidulans comparing Conrad versus Fgenesh. SMCRFs are a promising framework for gene prediction because of their highly modular nature, simplifying the process of designing and testing potential indicators of gene structure. Conrad’s implementation of SMCRFs advances the state of the art in gene prediction in fungi and provides a robust platform for both current application and future research.

[Supplemental material is available online at www.genome.org. Conrad is freely available at http://www.broad.mit.edu/annotation/conrad.]

An accurate annotation of the protein-coding genes in an organism’s genome is essential for downstream bioinformatics analyses and the interpretation of biological experiments. The rapid increase in the rate of genome sequencing has led to increased reliance on automated annotation methods. These methods, although considerably faster, are less accurate than manual curation, as shown by the recent EGASP project on the human genome (Guigo et al. 2006; Harrow et al. 2006). More accurate automated methods are therefore critically needed.

A key problem with automated methods has been that the generative probabilistic models (generalized hidden Markov models, GHMMs) underlying the most accurate gene predictors cannot readily handle all of the diverse evidence available for gene prediction. Most of these GHMM-based gene predictors use only the genome sequence itself (Genscan, Burge and Karlin 1997; SNAP, Korf 2004; Augustus, Stanke et al. 2006; and GenieLD, Parra et al. 2000) or an alignment of two or more genome sequences (Twinscan, Korf et al. 2001; N-Scan, Gross and Brent 2006; ExonPhy, Siepel and Haussler 2004). However, human curators routinely incorporate diverse data such as EST alignments, protein homology, and comparative sequence into their decisions. This additional evidence is often difficult to model probabilistically, incorporates long-range effects, and may contain unknown dependencies with other evidence even if the model state is held constant. Each of these properties poses problems for GHMMs.

Several previous attempts have been made to improve automated gene predictions by incorporating additional evidence. The most widely adopted solution is to create an annotation pipeline that uses several different gene predictors to create preliminary gene sets that are then consolidated into a single set of predictions using the additional evidence. This consolidation involves either scripts implementing ad hoc heuristics or formalized tools such as Jigsaw (Allen et al. 2004; Allen and Salzberg 2005), ExonHunter (Brejová et al. 2005), or Glean (Elsik et al. 2007).

Applying an annotation pipeline to a new organism is generally a complex and labor-intensive process since each of the tools in the pipeline will typically require some form of organism-specific training, which often requires assistance from the original author of the tool. Instead of combining several complex tools using heuristics, it would be preferable to have a single gene prediction tool that is easily retrained for new genomes, incorporates any available data, and provides the highest available accuracy given those data. Several theoretical extensions to GHMMs have been proposed to handle this, including hand-crafted heuristics for particular feature types (Yeh et al. 2001), a mixture-of-experts approach applied at each nucleotide position (Brejová et al. 2005), and decision trees (Allen et al. 2004; Allen and Salzberg 2005). However, none of these extensions addresses all of the problems above in a general way.

In this paper, we address these problems by applying the...
theoretical framework of conditional random fields (CRFs) (Lafferty et al. 2001) to the problem of gene prediction. Unlike GHMMs, CRFs are capable of incorporating evidence that contains long-range effects and unknown dependencies without requiring any probabilistic modeling of the observation data. A specific CRF variant called semi-Markov conditional random fields (SMCRFs) (Sarawagi and Cohen 2005; Vinson et al. 2006) can exactly reproduce the predictions of a GHMM but is strictly more expressive: The generative features inherited from GHMMs can be combined with discriminative features representing new evidence, and all features regardless of origin are treated equally by the SMCRF framework.

SMCRFs can not only incorporate new evidence more easily than a GHMM, but might also be able to make more accurate predictions from the same information. SMCRFs are an example of discriminative modeling, in which one directly models the conditional probability \( Pr(Y|X) \) of hidden states given observations, while GHMMs are an example of generative modeling, in which one models the joint probability \( Pr(Y, X) \) of hidden states and observations (Ng and Jordan 2001). Although GHMMs have been the dominant approach to gene prediction since 1997 (Burge and Karlin 1997), discriminative modeling has also been attempted. The gene predictor GAZE (Howe et al. 2002) uses the same concepts as CRFs but is based on a much earlier theoretical framework of conditional maximum likelihood (Stormo and Haussler 1994). Culotta et al. (2005) performed a proof-of-concept study using standard CRFs, and Gross et al. (2006) presented a training algorithm to maximize an approximation of the nucleotide accuracy of the posterior decoding.

The gene predictor CRAIG (Bernal et al. 2007) used SMCRFs and demonstrated improvements over single-genome gene predictors using several benchmark data sets, but did not use comparative information and was not more accurate than the best comparative gene predictors. CRAIG is trained using an online large-margin algorithm and uses feature sets developed from scratch. Our approach, Conrad, differs from CRAIG in three important respects. First, Conrad uses genome comparisons and, as shown below, actually improves upon the state of the art for the species studied. Second, Conrad uses features inherited from GHMMs as a starting point, building on existing research and enabling direct comparisons of generative versus discriminative approaches. Third, we introduce a novel training method called maximum expected accuracy (MEA), which allows us to optimize a measure of accuracy specific to gene prediction.

We implement the SMCRF framework with the conditional maximum likelihood (CML) and MEA training algorithms in the gene predictor Conrad. An earlier version of Conrad lacking the MEA training and semi-Markov capability was presented in Vinson et al. (2006). Conrad’s implementation applies machine learning and software engineering principles toward the goal of creating a single, easily trained gene predictor accurate enough to replace existing complex annotation pipelines. Conrad can be used to predict protein-coding genes using a genome sequence or an alignment of related species, but is configurable and allows full control over the data and features in the model and the algorithms for training and inference. It can thus be extended to incorporate additional data and used as a platform for further research in gene prediction or the application of SMCRFs to other problems. Conrad is written entirely in Java and is freely available under the GPL open-source license.

We tested Conrad on two fungal genomes, and on each it outperformed the most accurate available gene predictor. On the human pathogen Cryptococcus neoformans Conrad outperforms Twinscan, previously the most accurate gene predictor trained for C. neoformans. On Aspergillus nidulans, Conrad outperforms Fgenesh, the gene predictor used in the reference GenBank annotation. Using controlled experiments we demonstrate how these performance improvements result from the theoretical advantages of SMCRFs. We first show that for gene prediction the discriminative training methods of SMCRFs outperform the generative methods of GHMMs and then demonstrate that the SMCRF’s ability to incorporate additional data enables a further enhancement in accuracy.

**Methods**

Conrad is implemented using the theoretical framework of conditional random fields. CRFs express the conditional probability \( Pr(Y|X) \) of a set of hidden states \( Y \) given observation \( X \) (Sutton and McCallum 2006). A CRF assigns a probability to the hidden states \( Y \) by normalizing a weighted exponential sum of feature sums \( F_j \):

\[
Pr(Y|X) = \frac{1}{Z_o(X)} \exp \left( \sum_{j \in \text{features}} w_j F_j(Y, X) \right)
\]

where \( w_j \) denotes the weight for feature sum \( F_j \) and \( Z_o(X) \) is the normalizing constant. For gene prediction, we assume that the hidden states \( Y \) are linearly structured as a vector of labels \( y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n \), with one label such as “exon” or “intron” per nucleotide of the sequence to be annotated. Equivalently, \( Y \) can be represented as a segmentation of the nucleotide sequence into a variable number \( p \) of intervals \( (t_1, u_1, v_1), \ldots, (t_p, u_p, v_p) \) with start \( t_1 \) stops \( u_p \) and labels \( v_i \):

\[
Y = y_1 y_2 y_3 \cdots y_n \quad \text{or} \quad Y = (t_1, u_1, v_1) \cdots (t_p, u_p, v_p)
\]

\[
t_1 = 1; \quad u_1 = t_1; \quad u_{i+1} - u_i = t_i; \quad u_p = n; \quad v_{i+1} \neq v_i
\]

and where restrictions on the allowed transitions \( v_{i-1} \rightarrow v_i \) ensure that all gene structures are plausible. For example, the transition from “intragenic” to “exon” can only occur at an ATG start codon (see Supplemental material). In this paper, we use both the label \( y_1, y_2, y_3, \ldots, y_n \) and interval \((t_i, u_i, v_i)\), representations for \( Y \) as appropriate. Equations involving only \( X \) and \( Y \) are general statements that do not depend on the linear chain structure and also apply to CRFs on arbitrary graphical models.

As with gene predictors based on GHMMs, we impose the constraint that each interval \((t_i, u_i, v_i)\) interacts only with its immediate neighbors. Thus, the feature sum \( F_j \) can be written as a sum of localized feature functions \( f_{ij} \):

\[
F_j(Y, X) = \sum_{i=1}^{p} f_j(v_{i-1}, t_i, u_i, v_i, X).
\]

This type of CRF is called a semi-Markov CRF (SMCRF) (Sarawagi and Cohen 2005). To use an SMCRF to annotate a genome sequence given observations \( X \), one computes the segmentation \( Y \) with the highest conditional probability \( Pr(Y|X) \). The “inference algorithms” to compute this are essentially the same as those used in GHMMs (see Supplemental material).
The key issues in the application of SMCRFs to gene prediction are the design of the feature functions $f_i$ and the selection of the weights $w_i$. Feature functions use the observations $X$ to assign a real value to each possible interval and capture properties of the observation data relevant for classification. They are not required to be independent or have a probabilistic interpretation. It is straightforward to use GHMM models as a source of feature functions (which we call “generative features,” see below), and we use a state of the art phylo-GHMM to provide the core feature set for Conrad. By using this approach, we enable Conrad to behave as either a GHMM or an SMCRF. We further define a handful of “discriminative features” to capture information from phylogenetic footprinting, insertion/deletion events in multiple alignments, and EST alignments.

To select the weights for a CRF, one provides example annotations and uses a training algorithm to select weights that, according to some criterion, perform best on the training data. We discuss two training algorithms: CML, which is the algorithm used most often with CRFs, and MEA, which we developed to maximize accuracy measures that are specific to gene prediction.

Semi-Markov CRF equivalent of a phylogenetic GHMM

Currently, the best available predictors utilize a phylogenetic GHMM with explicit state durations, which we will refer to as a phylo-GHMM (Pedersen and Hein 2003; McAuliffe et al. 2004; Siepel and Haussler 2004; Brown et al. 2005). We use this model as the starting point for SMCRF development.

A GHMM is a model of the “joint probability” $Pr(Y,X)$ of a segmentation $Y = (t_u,v)_{u=1}^n$ and the observations $X$:

$$Pr_{\text{GHMM}}(Y,X) = \pi_y \prod_{t=1}^{n} T_{v,u} \prod_{t=1}^{n} Q_{v}(X_{v,u}),$$

where $\pi$ are the initial probabilities, $T$ is the transition matrix, and $Q_1,Q_2, \ldots, Q_n$ are the emission models, where $Q_v(X_{v,u})$ is the probability (including length distribution) of hidden state $v$ emitting the observed sequence $X$ from $t$ to $u$. The “conditional probability” can be obtained by normalizing $Pr_{\text{GHMM}}(Y,X) = Pr_{\text{GHMM}}(Y,X)/Pr_{\text{GHMM}}(X)$, and it is the conditional probabilities of a GHMM that are ultimately used for gene prediction.

The conditional probabilities of a GHMM are mathematically equivalent to an SMCRF using a single feature $f_{\text{GHMM}}$ with weight 1.0:

$$f_{\text{GHMM}}(v_{t-1},v,t,u,X) = \begin{cases} \log(Q_v(X_{v,u})) + \log(\pi_v) & \text{if } t_i = 1 \\ \log(Q_v(X_{v,u})) + \log(T_{v_i-1,v}) & \text{if } t_i > 1 \end{cases}$$

$$w_{\text{GHMM}} = 1.0$$

Instead of representing the entire GHMM with a single SMCRF feature, we split the components of $f_{\text{GHMM}}$ into a collection of simpler features, each with weight 1.0. We call the features designed in this way “generative features” and split a phylo-GHMM into the following 22 generative features (see Supplemental material for more information on the features):

The five reference features model the nucleotide composition of the reference sequence. Each feature outputs the log probability of the current nucleotide based on a third-order Markov model learned from the training data for a subset of the states. The features do not include probabilities for nucleotides at the edges of states, which are covered by the boundary features.

The three length features compute the log probability for state length distributions of introns, exons, and intergenic regions. Intergenic distances are modeled using an exponential distribution, and the exon and intron distributions are modeled as a mixture of two gamma distributions.

The transition feature models the frequency of various state transitions and corresponds to the transition matrix of a GHMM. The only parameter fit from the training data for this feature is the average number of exons per gene. All other parameters are set to make the model symmetric so that genes on either strand or in any frame are preferred equally.

The eight boundary features model nucleotide signals that occur at state boundaries. These signals include splice donor and acceptor signals and start and stop codons. Each of the eight features returns the log probability of a PWM learned from the training data for a specific boundary.

The five phylogenetic features incorporate data from multiple species, one feature each for intergenic regions, introns, and the three reading frames. Each feature returns the log probability of a column in the multiple alignment (based on probabilistic models of nucleotide evolution) conditioned on the nucleotide in the reference sequence.

The SMCRF model using only the reference, length, transition, and boundary features with weights fixed at 1.0 is called ConradG-1. ConradG-1 exactly reproduces the conditional probabilities of a GHMM and is comparable to single-genome gene predictors such as GeneScan (Burge and Karlin 1997), GeneID (Parra et al. 2000), or Fgenesh (Salamov and Solovyev 2000).

The SMCRF models using all the generative features defined above with weights fixed at 1.0 are called ConradG-2, ConradG-3, etc, depending on the total number of species used by the phylogenetic feature. These models exactly reproduce the conditional probabilities of a phylo-GHMM, and ConradG-2 is comparable to the two-genome gene predictor Twinscan. Table 1 summarizes these models and the other models referenced in this paper.

Training the weights using conditional maximum likelihood (CML)

The traditional way of training the weights $w_i$ of a CRF is CML. Assuming a single training sequence of training data $(Y^0,X^0)$, this is:

$$w_{\text{CML}} = \arg \max_w \log(Pr_w(Y^0|X^0))$$

The function $\log(Pr_w(Y^0|X^0))$ is a concave function of $w$, because its Hessian is the negative of the covariance matrix of the random variables $F_i(Y_i|X_i)$ when $Y$ is drawn from $Pr_w(Y|X^0)$. Thus, $\log(Pr_w(Y^0|X^0))$ is guaranteed to have a single local maximum $w_{\text{CML}}$, which is also the global maximum.

In practice, one maximizes $\log(Pr_w(Y^0|X^0))$ using a gradient-based function optimizer (Zhu et al. 1994; Wallach 2003), and the algorithms for computing the gradient depend on the specific variant of CRF. For SMCRFs, computing the gradient involves dynamic programming to perform a forward and backward pass through the training data. The computation time is linear in both the length of training data and the length of the longest allowed interval (see Supplemental material).

We define the models ConradC-n (n ≥ 1) to have the same features as ConradG-n (reference, length, transition, boundary, and phylogenetic features), but with weights trained by CML (see Table 1 for the full list of models).
To evaluate gene predictions one measures the accuracy of the inferred segmentation. Conditional maximum likelihood indirectly optimizes accuracy by maximizing the likelihood of the correct segmentation as provided in the training examples. In principle, we expect that directly optimizing the accuracy of the inferred segmentation would improve performance. However, this is intractable to optimize because altering the weights causes different segmentations to be inferred, which result in discontinuous changes in accuracy. To avoid this complication, we optimize the weights using an objective function defined as the expected value of the accuracy over the entire distribution of segmentations defined by the SMCRF. We call this training approach maximum expected accuracy (MEA).

Given training data \((Y^0, X^0)\), one can define the accuracy of a path \(Y = y_1 \ldots y_n \) to be the similarity between \(Y\) and \(Y^0\) given \(X^0\). Similarity can be defined using metrics relevant for a given application, and we consider similarity functions \(S\) that can be evaluated as a sum of dinucleotide comparisons between the hidden paths:

\[
S(Y, Y^0; X^0) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} s(y_{i-1}y_{i}y_{i-1}y_{i+1}, Y^0; X^0, j).
\]

Given \(S\), we define the objective function \(A\) as the expected value of \(S\), and select weights to maximize \(A\):

\[
A_{\text{MEA}}(w) = E_{\pi}(S(Y, Y^0; X^0)) = \sum_{Y} \Pr_{\pi}(Y | X^0) S(Y, Y^0; X^0)
\]

\[
w_{\text{MEA}} = \arg \max_{w} A_{\text{MEA}}(w)
\]

We can efficiently compute gradients of the objective function \(A_{\text{MEA}}(w)\) (see Supplemental material) and use a gradient-based function optimizer to find a local maximum. Since the objective function \(A_{\text{MEA}}(w)\) is not a concave function of \(w\) and we are not guaranteed to find the global maximum, we set the initial weights using the results of CML training.

For our application to gene prediction, we define the similarity function \(S_{\text{NUCLEOTIDE}}\) to be the number of nucleotides at which the hidden state is correct, and \(S_{\text{splice}}\) to be the number of nucleotides called correctly plus 200 times the number of splices called correctly. We define the SMCRF models ConradN-n and ConradS-n to have the same features as ConradG-n, with weights trained by MEA with similarity functions \(S_{\text{NUCLEOTIDE}}\) and \(S_{\text{splice}}\) respectively (see Table 1 for the full list of models).

Still other training methods have been proposed for CRFs. One approach is to maximize the accuracy of the posterior decoding (Gross et al. 2006) by approximating the step function by a steep sigmoid and using gradient descent. Margin-based methods for training CRFs in another context have been used in Taskar et al. (2003), and for training SMCRFs for gene prediction in Bernal et al. (2007).

### Discriminative features

Discriminative features are those feature functions that do not have a probabilistic interpretation. The ability of SMCRFs to incorporate discriminative features is what enables them to incorporate evidence that contains long range effects or unknown dependencies, or is simply difficult to model probabilistically. The SMCRF training algorithms described above (except for the GGHMM “training method” of fixing the weights at 1.0) will assign optimal feature weights to any real valued feature functions, not just those that correspond to valid probability models. This is the key distinction that allows SMCRFs to take advantage of diverse evidence for gene prediction that has not been possible to incorporate into phylo-GHMMs.

We designed two groups of discriminative features to represent information that is routinely used by manual curators to refine gene predictions but has so far been difficult to incorporate in phylo-GHMM-based gene predictors, and one group of features as a positive control that has been successfully implemented in GHMMs. These discriminative features are all 0–1 indicator functions, but this is purely for convenience and is not a requirement of either the SMCRF framework or our implementation in Conrad.

The six gap features capture information from the pattern of gaps in a multiple alignment that is not captured by the phylogenetic features or by phylo-GHMMs:

\[
f_{\text{GAP,EXON12}}(v_{i-1}, v_{i}, u_{i}, X) = \sum_{k=1}^{u_i} \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } v_i = \text{exon} \text{ and the multiple alignment } X \text{ has a gap of length } 1 \text{ or } 2 \text{ (mod 3) with a boundary at position } k \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

\[
f_{\text{GAP,EXON0}\text{GAP,INTRON12}} = \text{GAP,INTRON0,\text{GAP,INTERGENIC12}} \text{ and } f_{\text{GAP,INTERGENIC0}} \text{ are defined similarly.}
\]

Gaps in a multiple alignment are indicative of insertions or deletions (indels) in the evolutionary history of one of the aligned species, and occur rarely in functionally conserved regions of a genome such as exons. In particular, those indels that are not a multiple of three disrupt the translation of a protein and almost never occur in exons (Kellis et al. 2003). The most systematic attempts at incorporating multiple alignment gaps in a phylo-GHMM have been the one made by Sipek and Haussler (2004), which only represents the case of phylogenetically simple, nonoverlapping gaps, and Gross and Brent (2006), which only has sufficient data to train a first- or second-order model of the columns in a multiple alignment and thus cannot exploit the crucial mod-3 length of gaps.
The three footprint features per species indicate the positions at which each species is aligned:

\[ f_{\text{foot, exon}}(v_{i-1}, v_i, e_k, u_k; X) = \sum_{k=0}^{n} \left\{ \begin{array}{ll} 1 & \text{if } v_i = \text{exon and species } S \\ 0 & \text{is aligned at position } k \\ \end{array} \right. \]

where \( e_k \) is an additional observation indicating the EST evidence available at each position. The other seven features are defined similarly (see the Supplemental material for full details on the EST features).

Coding sequences are more likely to be aligned than non-coding regions for two reasons. First, they are less likely to have been deleted in the evolution of the informant species. Second, the coding regions tend to be more conserved and therefore easier to align than noncoding sequences, although this also depends on the method of sequence alignment. These effects are not captured in phylo-GHMMs. One approach is to treat the absence of an informant species in the alignment as effects are not captured in phylo-GHMMs. One approach is to treat the absence of an informant species in the alignment as missing information (Spiel and Haussler 2004). Another is to extend the alphabet of four nucleotides to include “gap” or “unaligned” as in Gross and Brent (2006), but this approach requires manually tuning a “conservation score coefficient” (usually between 0.3 and 0.6) to achieve the best predictive performance. SMCRF footprint features require no manual tuning, because the proper weights are set automatically during training.

The difficulty of incorporating diverse information in a GHMM comes not from incorporating any one type of information, but in combining many types of information within the same model. For example, Twinscan captures information similar to the gap and footprint features by extending a single genome GHMM with a conservation track modeled with a higher order Markov model. However, this approach does not generalize naturally to multiple phylogenetically related species and lacks the realism of evolutionary models of nucleotide substitution. Conversely, phylo-GHMMs such as N-Scan or ExoniPhy exploit phylogenetic relationships and evolutionary models of nucleotide substitution but, as described above, fail to fully capture the gap and footprint features. A second example is hexamer composition and CpG frequency: The former is indicative of the state of a stretch of nucleotides, the latter is indicative of a nearby translation start site, but the two are intimately related and difficult to combine in the same GHMM. In contrast, a CRF provides a consistent mechanism that allows any available feature functions to be combined in a model and trained appropriately.

The nine EST features relate the alignment of ESTs to the states and transitions of the hidden sequence, and resemble those in Wei and Brent (2006). ESTs are experimentally determined sequences of randomly sampled mRNA and provide strong evidence for the transcription of a sequence. However, ESTs are usually partial and also contain the untranslated regions bounding each coding sequence. The nine EST features capture information about individual base and splice junction agreement with ESTs and account for the fact that multiple EST alignments at a given position will often disagree. The exon and splice acceptor indicator features are defined as follows:

\[ f_{\text{est, acceptor}}(v_{i-1}, v_i, e_k, u_k; X) = \sum_{k=0}^{n} \left\{ \begin{array}{ll} 1 & \text{if } v_i = \text{exon and } e_k = \text{exon} \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{array} \right. \]

We name SMCRF models containing discriminative features by appending a letter to the end of the model name for each feature, using F, G, and E for footprint, gap, and EST features, respectively (see Table 1 for the full list of models). Discriminative features can only be used with the SMCRF models (those trained with CML or MEA) and not the GHMM models (those with weights fixed at 1.0).

**Conrad training**

We implemented the theoretical framework described above in the gene predictor Conrad. To train each SMCRF model one supplies a model parameter file (a list of features and a training method) and a set of training data (which includes both hidden sequences and observations). Conrad first uses the training data to learn numerical parameters for the features, such as the intron length distribution, the position weight matrix for the splice sites, and the rates of nucleotide sequence evolution. Conrad then trains the feature weights (if CML or MEA is specified) or sets the feature weights to 1.0 (to reproduce a GHMM), and saves the learned feature parameters and feature weights as a trained SMCRF model, which can be used to make predictions on new input data. To evaluate the trained SMCRF models, we generated Conrad predictions on a testing set and measured the accuracy of the predictions. Detailed instructions for running Conrad are available at the Conrad Web site (http://www.broad.mit.edu/annotation/conrad).

**Experimental design**

For our cross-validation experiments, we created a reference set of high-confidence genes in each organism by selecting genes from the GenBank annotation that had full EST support along their entire length and an open reading frame of at least 100 bases. For C. neoformans, we additionally required that each gene have at least two exons. Each reference gene, along with 200 bases of padding on each side, was treated as a separate sequence. For each desired training set size, we created 10 random train-test partitions of this reference set. We then performed specific comparisons using this cross-validation framework. For each model, we measured sensitivity and specificity at the nucleotide, exon, and gene levels as described in Burrel and Guigo (1996) for each of the partitions (see Supplemental material for full details on the training and testing sets).

**C. neoformans** has a 19 Mb genome containing ~7000 genes with complex gene structures averaging six exons per gene. It is an ideal test case due to deep EST sequencing of strain JEC21 (Loftus et al. 2005) and the availability of genomes for four closely related strains (var. grubii H99, var. gatti R265, var. gatti WM276, var. neoformans B-3501A), which we aligned using MULTIZ and TBA (Blanchette et al. 2004). Our total reference set size was 1105 genes. To evaluate the effects of training sets size, we created partitions with training sets sizes of 50, 100, 200, 400,
600, 800, and 1000 genes. To evaluate the effectiveness of different weight training methods, we compared models with the same feature sets. To evaluate the effects of feature selection, we held the training method constant and compared the models using different combinations of features. Because ESTs were used in the construction of the reference set of genes, the EST feature served as a positive control: we had a strong expectation that the EST feature should lead to improved performance on the reference gene set (Wei and Brent 2006). We also measured the effect of training set size on testing accuracy and the size of the generalization gap (the difference between performance on the training and testing sets).

A. nidulans has a 30 Mb genome with >10,000 genes. We divided the reference set of 574 genes into 10 random partitions with 300 training genes and 274 test genes. We then examined the effects of several different choices of informant species among nine fully sequenced genomes from the Aspergillus clade.

To benchmark Conrad against other gene predictors, we performed chromosome-genome testing on both organisms. The reference gene sets are highly accurate and useful for cross-validation, but any meaningful comparison of gene callers must be done using full chromosomes and evaluated against a data set not biased toward any particular gene predictor. We compared Conrad to the two most accurate gene predictors that have been trained for C. neoformans (Twinscan and GeneID) by running each on chromosome 9 and comparing results against all available EST data. Conrad was trained on the set of 1048 reference genes on chromosome 9. GeneID was retrained using the full set of trusted genes by R. Guigó and F. Camara (pers. comm.) and an updated version of Twinscan was run for us on chromosome 9 by M. Brent and R. Brown (pers. comm.). On A. nidulans, we compared Conrad to Fgenesh on the entire genome, once again comparing results against all available EST data. Conrad was trained on the entire reference set and Fgenesh was trained by Softberry (Salamov and Solovyev 2000).

Results

Semi-Markov CRF training approaches

Our cross-validation experiments on C. neoformans demonstrate the relative performance of Conrad models using various feature sets, training methods, and training set sizes. The results of these experiments are presented in Figure 1. For each model, Figure 1 shows the gene sensitivity (percentage of reference genes completely correct in the testing set) across different training set sizes and the full set of testing accuracy statistics for models trained on the 600-gene training sets. The models are grouped according to the data they use for prediction. Those models that use all available input data perform the best, followed by the two-species predictors using various training methods and then the single-species predictor.

The middle group of models in Figure 1 all use the same two-species alignments and feature set but differ in their training methods, enabling a direct comparison of GHMM (generative) versus SMCRF (discriminative) training approaches. The three discriminative training methods outperform generative training on all metrics except nucleotide sensitivity where all methods achieve similar performance. At the gene level, the discriminative approaches are on average 8.4% more sensitive (61.1% compared to 52.7%) and 6.9% more specific (61.2% compared to 54.1%) than generative training. For exons, discriminative training improves sensitivity by 3.5% (85.8% versus 82.3%) and specificity by 3% (90% vs. 87%).

The performance of the different discriminative training methods was essentially equivalent. Conditional maximum likelihood training (ConradC-2) had gene sensitivity and specificity averaging 61.3% and 61.8% with standard deviations of 2.6% and 2.8%, respectively. The other methods had specificities within 0.5% (61.1% for ConradN-2 and 60.8% for ConradS-2) and sensitivities within 1.0% (61.0% for ConradN-2 and 60.8% for ConradS-2). Exon and nucleotide statistics for these models were also within a percentage point. The discriminative training methods showed similar performance even on more complicated models incorporating additional species and features, and so only the results for the “S” models (MEA with splice bonus) are presented for those models.

The performance of all of the training methods has a consistent profile as the number of genes in the training set changes. Consistent with previous findings (Allen and Salzberg 2005), training methods reach full accuracy at ~600–800 genes and suffer only a nominal reduction in accuracy using just 200–400 genes. The dotted lines in Figure 1 show the performance of the ConradC-2 and ConradSFG-5 models on their training set, and

Figure 1. Performance of Conrad models in the C. neoformans cross-validation tests. The graph on the left shows average gene sensitivity (percentage of reference genes completely correct in the testing set) across 10 replicates based on model and training set size. Solid lines are performance on the test set, and dotted lines are performance on the training set (not all training sets are shown). The bars represent standard deviation across the replicates. The table on the right shows the full set of testing accuracy statistics for the models on the 600-gene training sets.
other models are similar. The difference between performance on the training set and the testing set is known as the "generalization gap." We can see that it closes significantly for most models by 400 genes and disappears completely with 600 genes. The apparent drop in accuracy at 1000 genes likely results from increased variability due to the small size of the test set (105) for these trials.

The discriminative training methods are significantly more computationally expensive than the generative methods due to the numerical optimization required. Our tests were run on the Broad Institute compute farm, which consists of 200 Linux servers, each with two x86 processors between 2.5 and 3.2 GHz and 4–8 GB of memory. The GHMM took an average of 39 CPU-seconds per megabase for training, while CML averaged 6–8 CPU-hours and MEA averaged 8–12 CPU-hours per megabase depending on the number of features used. Even with this roughly 1000-fold difference, complex discriminative models can be trained on realistic small genome data sets in a day or two on a standard PC. The extra cost is incurred only during training, since the inference can be done on the same PC.

Improved accuracy with discriminative features

The models in Figure 1 demonstrate the effects of feature selection. Increasing the number of species from one to two to five improves gene sensitivity by 11.3%, from 53.3% to 60.8% to 64.6%. Incorporating the gap and footprint features, which use the same input as the generative phylogenetic models, further improves sensitivity of the five species model by 5.5% to 70.1%.

By incorporating EST features into the model, we obtain significant performance improvements. The ConradSFGE-5 model achieves gene sensitivity of 86.0%, a 15.9% improvement over not having EST data. This model was trained using only half of the EST data (EST data was removed from half of the genes), to avoid overtraining effects, and tested using all EST data. We also trained the model using the full complement of EST data, which performed slightly better on the cross-validation set but did not generalize as well during the whole chromosome testing (data not shown).

Comparison with Twinscan and GenID

We compared Conrad to GenID (Blanco et al. 2003) and Twinscan by training on isolated genes and predicting on a full chromosome sequence, simulating a typical production annotation. The results are presented in Table 2, which shows that Conrad outperforms existing gene predictors using the same data and is also capable of incorporating additional data to further improve performance.

The ConradSFGE-2 model uses the same input data as Twinscan, and outperformed it by 12.9%, with 78.4% gene sensitivity, compared to 65.5% for Twinscan. Examining the various two-species models allows us to dissect this performance improvement. The ConradG-2 model implements a two-species phylo-GHMM theoretically similar to Twinscan and achieves nearly identical performance of 65.7%, supporting the hypothesis that the performance improvements seen in other Conrad models are the result of the theoretical advances and not simply implementation differences.

Using discriminative training improves performance. The ConradS-2 model differs from ConradG-2 only in its training method and achieves 5.4% better performance. Although the cross-validation experiments showed very small differences between the various discriminative training methods, on the full chromosome test we see a 4.2% difference between the various discriminative methods, with MEA with the splice bonus outperforming MEA using nucleotide accuracy, which in turn outperforms conditional maximum likelihood. Since this was a single experiment, we do not have a measure of the variability of these estimates.

The selection of features in the model also affects performance. The ConradSFG-2 model adds the gap and footprint features to the ConradS-2 model and obtains a 7.3% gain in performance. Moving from two species to five species, the ConradSFGE-5 model provided a 4.0% improvement to 82.4%. The single-species model, ConradS-1, achieved 63.3% accuracy: 22.5% better than GenID and only 2.2% below Twinscan.

As expected, the EST features provide a large gain and improve accuracy a further 12.1% to 94.5%. However, ConradSFGE-5 model differs from the other models in the number of genes called and the average length of each gene. These differences may be a consequence of the training set not having the same distri-

Table 2. Performance of Conrad and other gene callers on C. neoformans chromosome 9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Training method</th>
<th>No. of species</th>
<th>Additional features</th>
<th>No. of genes</th>
<th>No. of exons</th>
<th>Avg. gene length (bases)</th>
<th>Genes with EST overlap</th>
<th>Consistency (%)</th>
<th>Missed ESTs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GeneID</td>
<td>Generative</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>2719</td>
<td>1490</td>
<td>260 (55%)</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConradS-1</td>
<td>MEA-splice</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>2876</td>
<td>1547</td>
<td>264 (54%)</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twinscan</td>
<td>Generative</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>2760</td>
<td>1477</td>
<td>267 (56%)</td>
<td>65.5</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConradC-2</td>
<td>Generative</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>486</td>
<td>2826</td>
<td>1437</td>
<td>271 (56%)</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConradN-2</td>
<td>MEA-nuc.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>2823</td>
<td>1522</td>
<td>269 (55%)</td>
<td>69.5</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConradS-2</td>
<td>MEA-splice</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>2855</td>
<td>1544</td>
<td>266 (56%)</td>
<td>71.1</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConradSFG-2</td>
<td>MEA-splice</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Gap/Foot</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>2855</td>
<td>1564</td>
<td>264 (55%)</td>
<td>78.4</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConradS-5</td>
<td>MEA-splice</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>2837</td>
<td>1595</td>
<td>262 (56%)</td>
<td>76.0</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConradSFG-5</td>
<td>MEA-splice</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Gap/Foot</td>
<td>465</td>
<td>2857</td>
<td>1601</td>
<td>261 (56%)</td>
<td>82.4</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConradSFG-5</td>
<td>MEA-splice</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Gap/Foot/EST</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>2881</td>
<td>1421</td>
<td>275 (54%)</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The models are grouped by the evidence they used as input: single gene sequence, pairwise alignment, and then all available data. Predictions were compared to available EST (expressed sequence tag) evidence using a custom set of metrics designed to handle partial information from ESTs. Shown are the total number of genes and exons predicted by each model and the number of those predictions that overlapped EST evidence. Of those predictions overlapping EST evidence, the percent where the EST and gene predictions agree is shown. Also included is the total number of EST clusters that did not overlap any prediction, indicating probable missed genes.
bution of EST evidence as chromosome 9. Because the reference genes all had full EST support, we randomly selected one half of the training genes and removed all of their EST evidence as a way of simulating a more realistic distribution. The accuracy improvement indicates this is a reasonable approach. However, there are still notable differences between our training set and chromosome 9, such as the lack of genes with partial EST support.

Application to A. nidulans

The Aspergillus clade has nine fully sequenced genomes, allowing us to compare the effects of different choices of informant species on gene prediction accuracy. The results of cross-validation experiments using a 300-gene test set and 274-gene training set are shown in Figure 2.

The single-species model using only A. nidulans has gene sensitivity, 65.2%, and all of the comparative models outperform the single-species predictor. The two species models using A. oryzae and A. fumigatus models perform ~9% better than the single-species model. However, the two species C. immitis model only outperforms the single-species model by 3.4%, which may indicate that the branch length between this outgroup species and reference genome is too large to be useful. Adding additional species beyond two increases the accuracy further, but the gains appear to be more modest (74.1% to 76.5% gene sensitivity).

We compared Conrad to Fgenesh, the gene caller used for the GenBank annotation of A. nidulans. We ran both predictors on the full genome and compared the results against the available ESTs. We used the single-species model ConradS-1 to get a fair comparison against Fgenesh, which is also a single-species predictor. Both programs predicted similar numbers of exons (37,263 for Fgenesh and 37,084 for Conrad), but Conrad generally predicted more, shorter genes than Fgenesh (13,620 genes averaging 1040 bases versus 10,146 genes averaging 1544 bases). Conrad was more specific than Fgenesh, with 67.6% of genes overlapping ESTs having agreement compared to 64.8%. Fgenesh was 0.6% more specific than Conrad at exon predictions (76.0% vs. 76.6%), while Conrad was 3.0% more specific than Fgenesh at intron predictions (78.9% vs. 75.9%).

Understanding the trained models

Examining the weights of a trained model can provide some insight into the relative importance of the features used for classification. If all features are similarly scaled, as is the case when a model contains only generative features, larger weights indicate more important features. This illustrates a benefit of discriminative training (SMCRFs), which allows more useful features to be given higher weights, as compared to generative training (GHMMs) where all weights are fixed at 1.0.

Figure 3 shows the weights selected by MEA algorithm for the ConradS-2 model for both A. nidulans and C. neoformans, averaged across the 10 replicates. Encouragingly, when the same feature is repeated across reading frames (donor and acceptor) or strand (phylogenetic exon and intron), the weights are very similar. Some differences were unexpected, such as the weights for donor PWMs being twice as large as those for acceptor PWMs. This suggests that donor PWMs are more useful than acceptor PWMs for classification in these organisms.

The length features have the largest variation across states. The intron length feature has a very strong weight in C. neoformans, which is consistent with previous investigations showing intron lengths to be important signals for this organism (Tenney et al. 2004) and confirming the need for the extension of CRFs to SMCRFs in Conrad to handle explicit length distributions. This weight is lower in A. nidulans where intron length is less important. The intergenic length feature has a large negative weight, which is probably an artifact of our training method, which pads all training genes with 200 bases of intergenic sequence.

Discussion

The implementation of semi-Markov conditional random fields (SMCRFs) in Conrad advances the state of the art in gene annotation in fungi and provides a robust platform for both current application and future research. The first advance comes from the use of discriminative versus generative training. Using the same set of generative features, we consistently achieve greater accuracy using an SMCRF with feature weights set by conditional maximum likelihood (CML) or maximum expected accuracy.
used on the annotation pipeline for eukaryotic genomes and is currently being incorporated into the Broad Institute training and testing cycles done in our cross-validation experiments. As a result, it has been highly dissimilar gene structures.

Both approaches achieve a level of accuracy greater than existing methods for the multiple alignments; the use of more informant species increases accuracy; and the use of EST data further increases accuracy. Importantly, all of these different features can be easily combined together in a single model. SMCRF features do not have to be probabilistic models and can contain long-range effects or unknown dependencies with other features. Conrad achieves a level of accuracy greater than existing methods for both C. neoformans and A. nidulans, two fungal genomes with highly dissimilar gene structures.

Conrad is a robust platform. In addition to the thousands of training and testing cycles done in our cross-validation experiments, it has been incorporated into the Broad Institute's annotation pipeline for eukaryotic genomes and is currently being used on Phytophthora infestans, Fusarium oxysporum, and Calectypis quefacilis. Conrad is freely available under a GPL open-source license and is highly customizable. A user can retrain Conrad for another species, reconfigure Conrad to use a different combination of features and training method, write entirely new features, or define a new measure of gene accuracy for the MEA algorithm.

Designing improved feature sets is one avenue for further improvements in gene prediction accuracy. In this paper, we began the development of Conrad with a core set of features inherited from phylo-GHMMs. Thus, we started with a state-of-the-art model and observed the benefits of discriminative training by directly comparing the GHMM and SMCRF models. This approach of seeding discriminative models with features derived from generative models has been used in other fields (Ulusoy and Bishop 2005). In some cases, the generative features were eventually replaced with purely discriminative features that provide higher accuracy, and this may be a reasonable approach for gene prediction, as in Bernal et al. (2007).

We are currently pursuing a handful of technical improvements to further improve accuracy and extend Conrad to mammalian genomes. First, the current model caps the length of each interval (which is appropriate for fungi), but for application to mammalian genomes, we are implementing a state transition model that supports arbitrarily long introns and intergenic regions. Second, we are developing state models that include UTRs because this is useful for some downstream applications and because it may lead to improved accuracy (Brown et al. 2005). Finally, we are creating a parallel version that can utilize a compute cluster to rapidly train on large data sets.

Although not pursued in this paper, one can incorporate long-range biological interactions in a SMCRF by writing feature functions that depend on the entire set of observations. For example, the presence of upstream CpG islands is often associated with gene promoters, and one could capture this effect with a feature that is 1 at the start of transcription if there is a CpG island within 2 kb upstream, and 0 otherwise. This type of interaction is impossible to incorporate in a GHMM without significantly altering the model and increasing the number of states. Other long-range signals that may be useful for gene prediction are exonic splicing enhancers, chromatin methylation patterns, transcription assays using genomic tiling arrays, and DNase hypersensitive sites.

As features are added to include more information, it becomes increasingly important to ensure that the training set is representative of the test set. For example, using the EST features and all of the EST data on the C. neoformans reference set led to a model that performed very well in cross-validation but poorly on an entire chromosome. We addressed this problem by randomly deleting half the EST evidence in the training set. This improved performance in the whole chromosome test significantly, but the elevated number of short genes suggests that some bias still exists. Since most training sets today contain only positive examples, this issue will be especially relevant for features that provide negative evidence, such as repeat regions or CpGs because this is useful for some downstream applications and because it may lead to improved accuracy (Brown et al. 2005). Finally, we are creating a parallel version that can utilize a compute cluster to rapidly train on large data sets.

SMCRF training algorithms are another avenue for improvement. In terms of accuracy, we might already be in the realm of diminishing marginal gains: Holding the feature set constant, the models trained discriminatively all had prediction accuracies greater than the corresponding GHMM but indistinguishable from each other (with the possible exception of MEA-splice having better performance on a full chromosome of C. neoformans). However, using a customizable definition of accuracy, as in MEA, may be useful in reducing the impact of low-confidence data or including alternate splice forms in the training data, perhaps by considering several variants equally acceptable during training. Additionally, entirely different training approaches can be used, including Maximum Parse Accuracy (Gross et al. 2006) and marginally.

**Figure 3.** Average weights for the Conrad5-2 model on both the Cryptococcus 600-gene training sets and the Aspergillus training sets. Bars show the standard deviation across 10 replicates.
gin-based approaches (Taskar et al. 2003; Raetsch and Sonnenburg 2006; Bernal et al. 2007).

Conrad shows that the theoretical advantages of SMCRFs over GHMMs translate into improved performance and more flexible models, revealing fundamental obstacles that have led to the persistent gap between the performance of automated and manual annotation methods. Conrad’s initial results presented here already outperform the best available gene predictors on two very diverse fungal genomes. However, we believe the most significant contribution of this work is the potential it creates for future improvements in gene prediction. Conrad provides a solid theoretical framework with a robust open-source implementation that allows any researcher to add new data and features to improve an already state-of-the-art automated gene caller.
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